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ABSTRACT
The jet formation of gas inhomogeneities under the impact of a planar shock wave is an interesting phenomenon that is closely
related to shock convergence. In this study, a series of heavy gas inhomogeneities with very simple geometries (square, rectangle,
circle, and triangle) are numerically reproduced to trace the source of the jet formation. Special attention is given to the wave
patterns that lead to the formation of specific jet forms. The shock-accelerated multicomponent flow is simulated by solving
inviscid compressible Euler equations. An up-wind characteristic space-time conservation element and solution element scheme
is adopted, and a five-equation model is used to treat the gas interface. The jet types that emerge in the experimental images
are explained based on the numerical results, and a typical shock pattern that ensures the jet formation is uncovered. It is found
that, physically, the jet is initiated by the impact of the internal Mach stem, and the jet growth is nourished by the high speed
gas flow induced by this Mach stem. The width of the jet is determined by the height of the internal Mach stem. Geometrically,
a focal wedge enveloped by slip lines emerges in the gas inhomogeneity, in which the gas is accelerated. It is found that the
existence of the focal wedge and the coordinates of the wedge tip can be used as qualitative criteria to illustrate the mechanism
of the jet formation. These criteria provide a more intuitive basis for understanding the direction, scale, and process of jet
formation.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5083636

I. INTRODUCTION
The impulsive acceleration of geometrically well-defined
gas-density inhomogeneities by planar shock waves has been
widely studied for more than half a century. These fascinating shock-accelerated inhomogeneous flows1 (SAIFs) involve
the strong coupling of several types of fluid dynamic phenomena, including shock-shock and shock-interface interactions, vorticity production and transportation, and turbulence
flows.2–6 As a basic driving mechanism, the RichtmyerMeshkov instability7,8 is considered to play an essential role in
these dynamic processes because the incident shock deposits
baroclinic vorticity on the surface of the inhomogeneity.9
Studies have investigated the role of SAIFs in a wide range
of problems, including the supersonic combustion ramjet,10
inertial confinement fusion,11,12 supernova explosion,13,14 and
compressible turbulence.2–6
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For heavy-gas SAIFs in which the gas species inside the
inhomogeneities have a larger density than those on the outside, the transmitted shock waves propagate slower than
those outside because of acoustic impedance. The shock patterns inside the inhomogeneities form a concave front that
leads to shock focusing. These heavy-gas inhomogeneities
are usually considered to act as convergent acoustic lenses.
Numerous studies have examined the shock focusing characteristics of heavy-gas inhomogeneities, mostly based on
numerical benchmarks.15–20 To obtain an efficient shock
focusing configuration, an acoustic lens theory was proposed based on simple shock refraction knowledge,21 by
which a focusing shock front with a single focal point can
be successfully produced. The research on inhomogeneity
shock focusing has inspired an extended investigation of
combustible bubble ignition. When a planar shock impacts
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a heavy bubble filled with a combustible gas mixture, the
high-pressure and high-temperature area induced by the
shock ignites the gas mixture through either deflagration or
detonation.22,23
In the SAIF literature, circular cylinder (two-dimensional
form) and spherical bubble (three-dimensional form) geometries are commonly used to investigate SAIFs because of their
simple configurations and ease of generation in experimental operations. Although there is a dimensional difference
between a cylinder and a sphere, there are obvious similarities in their shock-interface interactions. When a shock
wave sweeps over a heavy gas cylinder/sphere, the volume of
the cylinder/sphere can be greatly compressed by the shock
wave, and instabilities will arise on the gas interface. Vortices
with different scales will emerge in a short time, and the flow
field will inevitably evolve into turbulence.2–6,24–27 An interesting phenomenon that distinguishes the heavy gas circular
geometries from the light ones is the frequently observed “jet”
that forms on the leeward surface. A common explanation is
that the jet formation is a result of the shock focusing. Zhai
et al.28 and Zou et al.29 discussed the effects of the shock
strength and gas species on the jet formation and qualitatively concluded that it is the relative position of the shock
focusing and leeward surface of the gas bubble that determines the jet formation. Georgievskiy et al.30 summarized the
shock focusing locations based on numerical simulations using
elliptical bubbles with different elongation ratios and density
ratios, under different incident shock strengths. Their findings
have provided a useful database on shock focusing induced jet
formation and the ignition efficiency of reactive shock-bubble
interactions.
The development of an experimental technique enabled
polygonal gaseous inhomogeneities to be included in the
SAIF research. A variety of polygonal inhomogeneities have
since been generated in shock tube experiments.31–33 Interestingly, the jets occur not only in the circular and spherical cases but also in square, rectangular, and triangular
shaped gas inhomogeneities. Although they did not specifically
focus on shock focusing and jet formation, Luo et al.33 analyzed the detailed wave patterns that arise in shock-interface
interactions and experimentally revealed a variety of jet
forms.
Most of the studies on SAIFs have focused on either
the shock-interface interactions at a very early stage, the
interface evolution after the incident shock has passed, or
the parameter influences on the deformation of the inhomogeneities. However, few studies have examined the exact
shock patterns that dominate the formation and determine
the direction and scale of the typical jets that appear in
differently shaped gas inhomogeneities. This study has two
main objectives. First, the detailed shock pattern that causes
the jet formation in different inhomogeneities is examined
using numerical methods, and numerical simulations are conducted to demonstrate the mechanism of the jet formation. Second, the numerical results are used to interpret
the experimental images of various jet forms, thus filling
the gap between the experimental and numerical research
studies.
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II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL
METHODS
A. Governing equations
The shock-gas inhomogeneity interaction examined in
this study can be well described by compressible Euler equations because the viscosity, surface tension, gravity, and
chemical reaction effects can be neglected in this kind of highspeed flow. A volume fraction based five-equation model is
used to illustrate the different species residing inside and outside of the inhomogeneity interface. The governing equations
are
∂α
+ V · ∇α = 0,
(1)
∂t
ρs αs V
∂ρs αs
+ ∇ · ( ρs αs V) = −
, s = 1, 2,
∂t
y

(2)

∂ρV
ρV ⊗ V
+ ∇ · ( ρV ⊗ V + p) = −
,
∂t
y

(3)

V(E + p)
∂E
+ ∇ · [V(E + p)] = −
,
∂t
y

(4)

where α denotes the air volume fraction, ρs is the density of
the component fluid s, ρ is the density of the mixture, V is
the velocity vector, p is the pressure of the mixture, and E is
the total energy per unit volume. The stiffened gas equation of
state is used to close this system,
!
1
p = (γ − 1) E − ρV · V − γπ,
(5)
2
P i
P
γπ
1
i πi
where γ−1
= γαi −1
and γ−1
= αγi γi −1
.
The density and the sound q
speed of the mixture can be
P
calculated as ρ = αi ρi and c = γ(p + π)/ρ, respectively. The
stiffened gas equation of state makes the present method versatile in solving both single-phase and multi-phase problems.
The parameter π represents the molecular attraction between
water molecules. In this study, the parameter π equals 0, thus
reducing the stiffened gas equation of state to an ideal gas
equation.

B. Numerical methods
The above five-equation model is solved using the upwind
maximum-principle-satisfying space-time conservation element and solution element (CE/SE) scheme developed by
Shen et al.34 This characteristic-based CE/SE scheme preserves the space-time conservativeness of the original CE/SE
scheme35–37 while significantly improving its resolution for
material interfaces. The maximum-principle is satisfied by
using a simple limiter.38 A HLLC (Harten-Lax-van LeerContact) approximate Riemann solver is used to determine the
numerical fluxes between the conservation elements. A WBAP
(Weighted Biased Averaging Procedure) limiter39 is used to
suppress spurious oscillations in problems characterized by
very strong discontinuities. In addition, the scheme is essentially Courant-number-insensitive. More detailed descriptions
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of the upwind maximum-principle-satisfying CE/SE scheme
and its validation can be found in the Refs. 34, 40, and 41 The
OpenMP parallel computation technique is applied to improve
the computational capability.

III. INITIAL SETTINGS AND NUMERICAL VALIDATION
A. Initial settings
The computational domain is a rectangular twodimensional space with length L and width W in its x- and
y-directions (L and W are varied in different cases to reduce
the computational cost and maintain consistency with the
experimental conditions, as shown in Fig. 1). A planar incident shock propagates along the x-direction from left to right.
The ambient gas is air at 1 atm and room temperature, while
a heavy gas (SF6 or R22) is used as the testing gas within the
inhomogeneity. The upper, left, and right boundaries are set to
be open boundaries where the gradients of the flow variables
are zero, while the lower boundary is a symmetric boundary such that only half of the domain is computed to save
computational resources.

B. Morphology of a square SF6 cylinder
As a numerical validation, we first reproduce the experiment conducted by Luo et al.33 in which a square SF6 cylinder
(with an edge length of 56.6 mm) in air is impacted by a planar
shock wave with Mach number Ms = 1.17. The square shape,
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in which the SF6 is injected, is confined by a soap film with
thin pins connecting the adjacent sides at the vertexes. The
test gas inside the square comprises 94% SF6 and 6% air mass
fraction. The computational domain is set to be L = 200 mm
and W = 70 mm, with a grid number of 2000 × 700 corresponding to 566 grids along the length of each straight edge.
Three distinct instants (91 µs, 282 µs, and 639 µs after the incident shock touches the square) are shown in Fig. 2. The upper
three subfigures are the experimental schlieren images (EXP),
and the lower three are the corresponding numerical results
(NUM, the first derivative of density). At 91 µs, the incident
shock (is) sweeps the frontal and lateral sides of the square.
The frontal area of the gas interface (gi) is contracted by the
is, and the trailing area remains intact. After the impact of
the is, a planar direct transmitted shock (dts) is formed, which
apparently moves slower than the is toward downstream. With
the is sweeping the upper and lower lateral surfaces, a lateral
transmitted shock (lts) is induced at a certain angle to the gi
lateral surface. In this case, the transmitted shocks are all planar shocks. At 282 µs, when the main part of the is passes over
the square and the diffracted shocks (ds) intersect with each
other, a distinct shock focusing occurs inside the square near
the leeward stagnation point. As the incident shock passing by,
the vorticity is deposited mostly on the upper and lower lateral
gas interfaces because of the baroclinicity (i.e., the misalignment of the local pressure and density gradients). The corners
of the initial square (behave as singularities mathematically)

FIG. 1. Sketch of the initial settings. L and W denote the
length and width of the computational domain, and a and b
represent the transverse and stream-wise scales of the gas
inhomogeneity.

FIG. 2. Comparison of experimental
images by Luo et al.33 and the numerical results of the planar incident shock
impact on a square cylinder observed in
this study. is, incident shock; gi, gas interface; dts, direct transmitted shock; lts,
lateral transmitted shock; ds, diffracted
shock; uvr, upstream vortex pair; and
dvr, downstream vortex pair. The experimental images are reproduced with permission from Luo et al., “On the interaction of a planar shock with an SF6
polygon,” J. Fluid Mech. 773, 366–394
(2015). Copyright 2014 Cambridge University Press.
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FIG. 3. Grid convergence test results where (a) presents the pressure distribution and (b) presents the density distribution along the symmetric line at 91 µs of Fig. 2. rs, the
reflected shock outside of the square; dts, direct transmitted shock; ws, windward surface; and ls, leeward surface.

roll up and form a distinct upstream vortex pair (uvr) and a
downstream vortex pair (dvr). Finally, at 639 µs, the interface
further develops with the vortex heads expanding and a distinct jet forming on the middle leeward surface of the square.
It is worth noting that the remnants of the soap film result
in the initial square location being inevitably imprinted on the
testing window.
The numerical results shown in Fig. 2 are in close agreement with the experimental images, especially at the early
stage. Some discrepancies can be observed in the image of
639 µs, which are manifested as excessive secondary vortices
in the vortex regions. These discrepancies derive from the
assumption of an inviscid flow and the small grid size used.
However, because the focus of this study is on the shock pattern that induces the jet formation that occurs at a very early
stage, we decided to use a small grid size to accurately capture
the converging region of the detailed shock system without
paying too much attention to gas interface morphology at the
late stage.

C. Grid convergence validation
The results of the grid convergence test based on the
numerical results in Fig. 2 at 91 µs are shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3(a) presents the pressure distributions, and Fig. 3(b)
presents the density distributions along the symmetric line.
Within the computation domain length L, 500, 1000, 2000, and
4000 grid points are assigned to four testing cases. Correspondingly, there are 142, 283, 566, and 1132 grid points per
square edge length (labeled as p/l in their legends). The inset
of Fig. 3(a) is an enlarged area of dts, while the inset of Fig. 3(b)
is an enlarged area of the leeward surface (ls). Both insets indicate good convergence of grid size in the pressure and density
distributions. The green dashed line of the 566 p/l case collapses well with the black solid line of the 1132 p/l case. In
all the following simulations in this study, although different
length scales are used, 566 grid points are assigned to the
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characteristic length a or b (either the x- or y-direction, as
discussed in the following sections) of each inhomogeneity.

IV. SHOCK CONVERGENCE AND JET FORMATION
IN THE SF6 SQUARE CYLINDER
Figure 4 presents the detailed shock wave evolution in the
shock converging region. A numerical shadowgraph (second
derivative of density) is shown in the upper half of each subfigure, while the pressure distribution is shown in the lower
half. As the density gradient (first derivative) across a slip line
is usually much smaller than that across a shock front, it is
found difficult to observe the slip lines with the same clarity
as the shock fronts. As a natural result, using the shadowgraph
(second derivative) here and after is a better choice than the
schlieren image to clearly illustrate the shock fronts and the
slip lines simultaneously. At 120 µs, dts and lts are the incident shocks transmitted through the windward and lateral
surfaces of the is, respectively. After the is passes over the leeward corner of the square, a ds forms outside the square, and
accordingly, a reversed transmitted shock (rts) forms inside
the square, which then moves upstream (see the subfigure at
205 µs). These three planar transmitted shocks (dts, lts, and
rts) propagate in a converging pattern (see the subfigure at
252 µs and its close-up subfigure as indicated by the yellow
dashed square), and there is no doubt that a high-pressure
zone is going to be produced inside the SF6 square. It is worth
noting that this shock convergence is never a simple superposition. As can be seen, a type II shock-shock interaction42
occurs between dts and lts. Two triple points followed by slip
lines (the upper slip line usl and the lower slip line lsl) are
formed, between which an internal Mach stem (ims1) emerges
(see the close-up figure at 252 µs). We define the location on
the symmetric line where the upper half lsl and the lower half
lsl intersect as “point O,” which denotes the origin of a new
Mach stem. The emergence of O is an important criterion for
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FIG. 4. Time sequence of the shock convergence in a SF6 square cylinder under the impact of a planar incident shock. The numerical shadowgraph is shown in the upper
half of each subfigure and the pressure distribution in the lower half. The contour legend for the pressure distribution is in unit Pa. dts, direct transmitted shock; lts, lateral
transmitted shock; gi, gas interface; ds, diffracted shock; rts, reversed transmitted shock; usl, upper slip line; lsl, lower slip line; iss, inward secondary shock; ims1, internal
Mach stem 1; ims2, internal Mach stem 2; cusl, converging upper slip line; and clsl, converging lower slip line.

determining whether a jet can be formed on the leeward surface. At 284 µs, after the emergence of O, the triple points
move further downstream and separate, leading to the formation of another internal Mach stem ims2 (see the close-up
figure at 284 µs). This ims2 and the corresponding two slip
lines that follow (the converging upper slip line cusl and converging lower slip line clsl) form a “wedge” structure. As can
be seen in the pressure contour, the ims2 is very strong and
has a high-pressure zone behind it. Finally, ims2 impinges the
leeward gas surface (296 µs). Secondary shocks are transmitted to the downstream air, and the rarefaction waves travel
upstream inside the square. Moreover, a bulge with the same
width as that of the ims2 front is formed at the gas interface.
This bulge is the rudiment of the leeward surface jet shown in
Fig. 2.
The shock-induced vorticity and velocity distribution are
important indicators of the flow field. Figure 5 presents the
vorticity and velocity distributions (u, the velocity component in the x-direction) in the upper and lower parts of each
subfigure, respectively. The ims1 leads to the high pressure
(as seen in Fig. 4) and high velocity (as seen in Fig. 5) at
205 µs, and this high-velocity area is enveloped by slip lines
usl and lsl. As shown in the vorticity distribution, the slip lines
usl and lsl have opposite signs, indicating that the gas flow
is promoted in-between. At 284 µs, a “wedge” structure is
formed enveloped by cusl, clsl, and ims2. The vorticity intensity
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deposited on the cusl is apparently stronger than that on the
usl. Due to the difference in the vorticity-induced velocities
on the two sides of the slip lines (cusl and clsl), the gas speed
within this wedge is obviously larger than that outside. After
the ims2 transmits the ls, the transmitted shocks outside the
cylinder change the sign of the vorticity deposited on the ls,
as seen at 356 µs. Vortices are formed on the two sides of
the jet, which eventually give the jet a mushroom-like shape.
It should be noted that although the vorticity deposited on
the jet surface appears to be much larger than that deposited
on the cusl (or clsl), it mainly contributes to the swirling of
the vortices rather than the shearing motion like the cusl (or
clsl). As a result, the speed difference induced by the vorticity
deposited on the cusl and clsl is believed to produce the final
jet. It appears that the jet growth is only nourished by the gas
within the wedge and that the width of the wedge determines
the jet width. From the close-up figure at 356 µs, it can also
be seen that the gas speed remains the same across the jet
tip surface. Zou et al.29 argued that the jet growth is comprehensively determined by three factors, i.e., the shock impact,
the drag, and the vortex ring. However, under the present
inviscid assumption and based on the evident equal speed
across the jet surface, no drag is being calculated. Furthermore, the above analysis demonstrates that the shear layer
effect induced by the slip lines (i.e., cusl and clsl) outweighs
the vortex swirling effect on the ls. Based on the pressure and
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FIG. 5. Vorticity and velocity distributions
in the shock focusing region. The upper
parts show the shock-induced vorticity
distribution (ω), and the lower parts show
the velocity distribution (u, the velocity
component in the x-direction) in the SF6
square case at three typical instants. The
contour legend for the vorticity distribution is in unit/s and for the velocity distribution is in unit m/s. usl, upper slip line;
lsl, lower slip line; ims1, internal Mach
stem 1; iss, inward secondary shock;
cusl, converging upper slip line; clsl, converging lower slip line; and ims2, internal
Mach stem 2.

velocity distributions, it can be seen that the momentum that
promotes the jet growth is mainly provided by the interaction
of the dts and lts. Although the rts (Fig. 4) helps in increasing
the pressure when the shock waves converge, it does not alter
the jet formation.

V. LENGTH CRITERION OF THE JET FORMATION
FOR A RECTANGLE
In the SF6 square shown in Fig. 5, the focal “wedge” is
formed near the ls, making it easy for the ims2 to impact the
surface and form the jet. In this section, we examine a rectangular case with the same initial settings as Fan et al.,43 where
the incident shock Mach number is Ms = 1.2 and pure SF6 is
used inside the rectangle. The computational domain is L × W
= 250 × 40 mm, and the rectangular dimension is a × b = 20
mm × 60 mm, within which 566 grids are arranged along the
length of a. The advantages of analyzing this rectangle case are
obvious. Although the shock interface interaction in the front
part of the rectangle replicates the shock pattern that occurs

in the square case, the elongated shape allows the shock pattern to further develop to the downstream part for a much
longer period prior to encountering the rts and ls. If an imaginary leeward surface (ils) is placed at different locations to
truncate the original rectangle into new rectangles with different length to width ratios (as shown in Fig. 6), different
jet types can be produced (as demonstrated in the following
discussion).
Figure 6 presents a sketch of the original rectangle ABCD,
with a length-to-width ratio of b/a = 3. Here, we insert three
straight dashed lines to truncate the original figure and form
three new rectangles: rectangle ABEF with b1 /a = 1/2, rectangle ABGH with b2 /a = 1 (also denoting a square), and rectangle ABIJ with b3 /a = 2. The length-to-width ratios of these
three new rectangles are selected to infer the experimental
results produced by Luo et al.33 based on the shock pattern
self-similarity.
Figure 7 depicts the evolution of the shock wave system in
the original rectangle ABCD. Following the same presentation
rules in each subfigure, the upper and lower halves show the

FIG. 6. Original rectangle ABCD and the imaginary rectangles ABEF, ABGH, and ABIJ truncated by imaginary
leeward surfaces ils1, ils2, and ils3.
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FIG. 7. Wave system evolution in the rectangular SF6 cylinder. The left column presents the shock wave evolution
series in which the yellow dashed square denotes the closeup area shown in the right column. The white dashed
lines denote the imaginary leeward surfaces indicated in
Fig. 6. The numerical shadowgraph is shown in the upper
half of each subfigure and the pressure distribution in the
lower half. Black dashed curves highlight the slip lines. The
contour legend for the pressure distribution is in unit Pa.
dts, direct transmitted shock; lts, lateral transmitted shock;
ims1∼ims4, internal Mach stem 1∼4; usl, upper slip line;
lsl, lower slip line; iss, inward secondary shock; usl1, upper
slip line 1; and lsl1, lower slip line 1. The insets are reproduced with permission from Luo et al., “On the interaction
of a planar shock with an SF6 polygon,” J. Fluid Mech.
773, 366–394 (2015). Copyright 2014 Cambridge University
Press.

shadowgraph and pressure contour, respectively. The yellow
dashed squares indicate the close-up regions, and the white
straight dashed lines denote the imaginary leeward surfaces,
labeled as ils1∼ils3. Three experimental images (from Ref. 33)
are used as insets in Fig. 7 to qualitatively show the consequent jet formations of the corresponding shock patterns. At
the early stage (55 µs), the shock pattern is identical to the
square case, in which ims1 forms followed by slip lines usl
and lsl, and an inward secondary shock iss stemming from
the lower triple point moves downward to the symmetric line.
If ils1 exists (at the position where the white dashed line is
drawn), a jet will form on ils1 where it is impacted by ims1.
The jet direction complies with the propagation direction of
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ims1, which inclines toward the middle symmetric line rather
than in the horizontal downstream direction. An experimental image of a rectangle with b1 /a = 1/2 that supports this
argument is attached as an inset.33 At 107 µs, the shock waves
converge and the focal “wedge” forms at the symmetric line.
If ils2 exists (the white dashed line, truncating the rectangle into a square), a similar shock pattern and jet type will
occur as in the abovementioned square case (the inset shows
the experimental image of a square case). However, in this
rectangle case, b/a is large, and the shock system is further
developed. The iss crosses the symmetric line and moves far
away, and a new internal Mach stem ims3 is formed. The lts
moves ahead of the shock focusing region and intersects with
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the symmetric line, which further promotes the shock focusing. However, at this moment, the increase in the peak pressure within the shock focusing region comes to an end. As
is known from the square case, the pressure value increases
with the propagation of ims2, and its trajectory leaves a focal
wedge enveloped by slip lines. In the present rectangle case,
the trajectory of ims2 is further extended to form a narrow
polygonal shape “O-P-Q” enveloped by different slip lines. The
ims2 dies out, and the global peak pressure value is formed at
point Q. However, after the emergence of point P, the ims3
is formed and moves in a divergent manner. After the emergence of point Q, the newly formed ims4 is also formed and
develops with similar strength as ims3 (see the pressure contour in the subfigure at 127 µs), which leads to the formation
of another large high-pressure region and long shock front
with reducing strength due to their diverging form. After the
emergence of point P, the shock pattern does not favor the
formation of a typical slim jet. The newly formed slip lines usl1
and lsl1 depict the paths of ims3 and ims4. After the emergence of point P, no salient features of the shock pattern can
be effectively used as criteria for determining whether a jet
can be formed. If any imaginary leeward surface exists in the
range between point P and the ims4 shock front, this leeward
surface will be impacted by the diverging ims4. In the same
way, if ils3 exists (shown at 165 µs), a forward bulge will occur
rather than a slim jet (see the inset therein Ref. 33). Finally,
because no typical shock pattern (O and wedge) appears at the
ls of the original rectangle (b/a = 3), a “no-jet” result can be
anticipated.
According to the above analysis, for a rectangular heavy
gas inhomogeneity with width a, a qualitative relation between
its length b and the coordinates of the specific shock structures can be drawn as follows:
b/a < (XO − XA )/a,

double jet,

(XO − XA )/a < b/a < (XP − XA )/a,
b/a > (XP − XA )/a,

single middle jet,

jet dies out gradually,

(6)
(7)
(8)

where XA denotes the x-coordinate of the windward surface (i.e., coordinate of point A shown in Fig. 6), XO is
the x-coordinate of point O, and XP is the x-coordinate of
point P.

scitation.org/journal/phf

VI. LENGTH CRITERION OF JET FORMATION
FOR A CIRCULAR CYLINDER
In this section, the shock pattern that induces jet formation in a circular cylinder is examined. An experiment conducted by Haas and Sturtevant15 is used as a case study.
Figure 8 shows the numerical results for an R22 circle
impacted by a planar is with Ms = 1.22. The computational
domain is L × W = 445 mm × 89 mm, and the radius of the
circle is 25 mm, within which 566 grids are arranged. The
black dashed circle indicates the initial location of the circle.
Different from the abovementioned cases, no straight transmitted shock front exists within the circular surface. After the
is touches the windward surface of the circle (55 µs), regular reflection initially occurs at the circular surface. At this
stage, a curved converging dts is formed that propagates into
the cylinder. Similar to the square case, the is sweeps the lateral surface of the circle and diffracts at the leeward side of
the circle, and a rts appears (see the subfigure at 187 µs). At
247 µs, slip lines can be observed, and a distinct jet appears at
417 µs.
Figure 9 shows a close-up description of the shock wave
evolution during the dts converging period. At 187 µs, the
transmitted shocks are about to converge inside the gas interface (gi) near its leeward surface. The unperturbed trianglelike region surrounded by the dts and rts can be clearly
observed at this moment. With the further convergence of the
dts and rts, the triangle-like region disappears (196 µs). Within
a very short time, the dts becomes shorter and shorter, the
curved iss sweeps the symmetric line (199 µs), and the slip
lines (sl) intersect the center symmetric line at a single point O.
After the formation of O, an internal Mach stem (ims) is formed
(202 µs), which impacts the leeward gi, forming a transmitted Mach stem (tms) to the outside and a reflected rarefaction
wave to the inside (206 µs). At 219 µs, all the waves are leaving
the leeward stagnation point and the jet is about to extend.
The yellow dot at the intersection of the two slip lines indicates point O. In the subfigure at 233 µs, we use a yellow
dot and black short-dashed lines to highlight the focal wedge.
Again, this wedge can be regarded as the trajectory of the ims
before it finally impacts the leeward gi. The width of the jet
is determined by the front width of the ims (also the width of
the wedge). Comparing the present R22 case with the above
square case, it is clear that the shock convergence patterns
that lead to the jet formation are the same. Physically, the
emergence of the ims and the induced slip lines are the main

FIG. 8. Shadowgraphs of the evolution of an R22 circular cylinder under the impact of an incident shock with Ms = 1.22. The black dashed circle denotes the initial gas
interface location. is, incident shock; dts, direct transmitted shock; rs, reflected shock; rts, reversed transmitted shock; and sl, slip line.
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FIG. 9. Close-ups of shock convergence region in an R22 circle. In each
subfigure, the upper half presents the
numerical shadowgraph and the lower
half presents the pressure contour (contour legend in Pa). The yellow dashed
squares denote the close-up areas, and
the black dashed lines highlight the focal
wedge. gi, gas interface; dts, direct transmitted shock; rts, reversed transmitted
shock; ds, diffracted shock; iss, inward
secondary shock; sl, slip line; ims, internal Mach stem; and tms, transmitted
Mach stem.

reasons for the jet formation. Geometrically, point O and the
focal wedge are necessary conditions for the jet formation. If
the gas interface is presumed to be intact after the impact
of the shock, a qualitative criterion can be used to determine
whether the jet can be formed,


XO − X(0,0) /R < 1,
middle jet,
(9)



XO − X(0,0) /R > 1,

no middle jet,

(10)

where X(0,0) denotes the center of the circular cylinder and
R is the radius of the circular cylinder for the gas interface.
These inequations can be considered to be another version of
the expressions proposed by Georgievskiy et al.,30 in which the
location of the high-pressure area in relation to that of the
leeward surface is used as a criterion.

VII. JET FORMATION OF A TRIANGLE
Triangles are the simplest polygonal geometry. In this
section, a forward equilateral triangle is used to examine the
jet formation, as shown in Fig. 10. The computational domain
is L × W = 200 mm × 70 mm, and the triangle length b
= 52 mm (the x-direction) in which 566 grids are arranged.
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Pure SF6 is used as the test gas in the triangle surrounded
by ambient air at 1 atm and the incident shock Mach number Ms = 1.18. As is shown, the frontal transmitted shock is
very simple, with only a planar dts being formed with a certain angle between its shock front and the symmetric line.
Again, the type II shock-shock interaction occurs at the forward tip along the symmetric line once the dts is formed inside
the triangle (100–219 µs). With the ims propagation, the focal
wedge, which is enveloped by the slip lines (sl, black dashed
lines), is elongated toward the downstream. The shock pattern retains its similarity from the forward tip to the leeward
gi. After the ims impacts the leeward gi (235 µs), a mushroomshaped jet is formed (465 µs). As in the abovementioned cases,
the jet formation on the leeward surface is ensured by the
typical shock pattern, where the focal wedge is produced
by the slip lines and the Mach stem, and point O is simply
the windward point of the triangle. For the triangle case, the
shock strength, the windward angle, and the species of inner
and outer gases must influence the shock pattern because
these factors mutually affect the transmitted shock strength
and the angle between the two transmitted shock fronts.
Because a more detailed parameter study would be another
complex task, we do not further discuss the effects of these
parameters.
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FIG. 10. Shockwave patterns in the triangle case. The black dashed squares denote the close-up area shown below each of the triangle evolution series. The black dashed
curves highlight the slip lines. The contour legend is in Pa. is, incident shock; gi, gas interface; sl, slip line; ims, internal Mach stem; dts, direct transmitted shock; and rts,
reversed transmitted shock.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This qualitative study examines the shock-induced jet
formation of heavy gas inhomogeneities with simple geometries. Different geometries are considered, namely, square,
rectangle, circle, and triangle. SF6 or R22 are used as the
heavy gas species, which are widely used in the literature, and
the incident shock Mach numbers are around 1.2. The shock
wave patterns in the small region in which the shock focusing occurs are examined to uncover the mechanism of the
jet formation. In all the cases considered, whenever a jet is
formed on the leeward surface, a type II shock-shock interaction is observed. The internal Mach stem impacts the leeward
surface, and the ensuing high-speed gas flow that is induced
by the vorticity of the slip lines promotes the jet growth. The
width of the jet is determined by the Mach stem height. Geometrically, the emergence and growth of the internal Mach
stem produce a focal wedge inside all the inhomogeneities, the
tip of which is labeled point O.
The shock wave patterns in the inhomogeneities with
straight edges can be easily analyzed because all the transmitted shocks have straight shock fronts. It is found that
the jet formation is mainly caused by the shocks transmitted from the windward and lateral surfaces. A rectangle
case with a large length-to-width ratio is used to reveal the
jet formation in a series of cases with different length-towidth ratios. The jet formation scenarios in different rectangles can be well explained by tracing the slip lines. The
point “O” is used as a straightforward criterion for determining whether a jet can be formed. This approach explains
the jet formation in a more intuitive manner than estimating the peak pressure location. For the triangle case, the
same shock pattern exists with the only difference being that
the tip of the focal wedge is located at the windward point.
The jet formation is also found to be comprehensively determined by the shock strength, gas properties, and geometry
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of the inhomogeneity. More quantitative parameter studies of
this interesting phenomenon will be conducted in our future
work.
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